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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, GEORGE HANCOCK,
formerly of Providence, in the county of Provi
dence and State of Rhode Island, but now of
Passaic, in the county of Passaic and State of
New Jersey, have invented certain new and
useful Improvementsin Sewing-Machines; and
I do hereby declare that the following is a full,
clear, and exact description thereof, that will
enable others skilled in the art to which it
appertains to make and use the same, refer
ence being had to the accompanying drawings,
and to the letters of reference marked thereon,
which form a part of this specification.
My invention relates to improved mechan
ism for operating the shuttle of a sewing-ma
chine from the same shaft which operates the
needle, the object being to render the opera
tion of the machine noiseless, and capable of
simple and cheap reparation from the effects
of wear; and my invention, for this purpose,
consists of a combination of an eccentric and
strap on the driving-shaft, and a sliding con
nection between the same and a vertical lever,

ing strap, V, extending from a block, D, be
neath, in which block are secured two rods, d
and e. These rods extend into sockets in the
upper part of the vertical lever R, which is
pivoted at E in the upright B of the machine
frame. The said rods slide in said sockets,
and form a sliding connection adapted to con

vert the rotary movement of the said eccen
tric into the vibratory movement of the ver
tical lever. The lower end of the said lever is

formed with a pivot, L, which forms part of a
universal joint or connection with the contig
uous end of the horizontal lever H, which is
pivoted at C to the under side of the table, and
drives the shuttle at the opposite end K. The
said universal joint beside the pivot L of the
lever R comprises a split socket, N, which is ap
plied to the end of the horizontal lever H. This
Socket is formed by splitting the end of a rod
or pin, , and perforating said pin crosswise,
the perforation being parallel to the split, as
indicated in Fig. 4. A set-screw, I, extends
across the split part of the pin or rod. The
pivot L enters the aperture of said split pin
and also of a universal and adjustable joint or rod, as shown in Fig. 3, and the screw I
or connection between the actuating end of serves to adjust the sides of said pin in against
the said lever and another horizontal lever said pivot L in proper manner, and to com

that operates the shuttle beneath the table of pensate for the wear of the parts. The aper
the machine, so that the rapid changes of mo ture in the pin in for the reception of the pivot
tion may take place without noise and without L is made with a V-shaped or nearly V-shaped
excessive wear of the parts, provision being, bearing-surface against said pivot, as shown
however, made for repairing wear of the parts in Fig. 3.
at Small expense.
s
The pin in extends into a hollow sleeve, m,
Referring to the drawings, Figure 1 is an that forms the end of the horizontal lever H.
elevation and section of the frame of a sewing Said sleeve is split, as shown in Fig. 1, and
machine, showing the mechanism which con tapering on the outer side, and threaded to
stitutes my said improvement. Fig. 2 is a rear receive a nut, h, as shown in Fig. 4. By means
elevation of the said mechanism separately. of said nut the tapering sleeve in can be com
Fig. 3 is an elevation and a cross-section of pressed against the pin in to hold the latter in
the parts at the lower end of Fig. 2. Fig. 4 place.
is a bottom view, partly in section, of the By the construction and arrangement of the
mechanism in Fig. 1.
several parts, as described, the rotary move
Similar letters of reference indicate like ment of the eccentric X. On the main shaft is
transmitted freely and positively to the up
parts in the several figures.
Fig. 1 of the drawings shows the improved right lever R, and the vibratory movement
mechanism arranged with a vertical section of thereby produced is transmitted to the hori
the sewing-machine-table T, and upright B Zontal shuttle-lever H, through the connec
and arm A, in which the shaft Shas bearings, tion at the junction of the two levers, as de
and operates the needle-bar at the front of the scribed, by means of which all loss of move
machine in the usual manner. An eccentric, ment is provided for, and, besides, means are
X, is secured on this shaft, with a surround provided to take up the parts and prevent loss
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of movement that is produced by the use and clasping-socket N applied to the lever H,

wear of said parts.
The two rods d and e are secured in the
block D of the eccentric-strap by set-screws
J, Fig. 1; and said rods are simply lengths of
round steel wire, which, when completely
worn, can be replaced by new ones at very
slight expense; and before such replacement
becomes necessary the rods may be turned in

which socket grasps said pivot and is adjust
able thereto through the medium of the set
screw I, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.
2. In a sewing-machine, the combination of
the vertical lever R, provided with the pivot
L, with the lever EI, having the clasping-socket
N, and with the block D, provided with the
the sockets, when they have become worn, rods d and e, and the eccentric strap V, over.
and a fresh surface presented to sustain the lapping the eccentric X, substantially as and
Wear.

for the purpose set forth.

will arrangement
also be seen that,
construc- the3.lever.
In a sewing-machine,
the combination
of
tionIt and
of thefrom
saidtheconnection,
H, having split tapering
sleeve im,

the rapid reciprocating movement of the parts with the split pin in, having socket N, and
is rendered entirely noiseless, even when per- with the nuth, and lever R, provided with the
ceptibly worn.
a
pivot Li, substantially as herein shown and
Having thus described my invention, what described.
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters
GEORGE EIANCOCK.
Patent, is-Witnesses:
1. In a sewing-machine, the combination of
WILLIAM HENDRY,
the lever R, having pivot Li, with the split |
T. B. MosHER.

